What does the thumbs up symbol mean in facebook messages

The thumbs-up, the peace sign, and the wave are common gestures in the US your hands can also convey more about the message than you might even realize. which is why you should keep your thumbs safely tucked away if you arent sure In Greece, a downward nod means yes, while an upward nod with a short.

10 days ago she sends me a text message saying and I quote:hi just wanted to check on you kisses. I replied by a thumbs up symbol. Just after that she got. Message received loud and clear, loud and clear. of you know, certain smart phones, email software programs, blogging platforms, etc. automatically convert typed symbols to a picture to express some meaning. I spent an hour of my life (which I do not have) searching to no avail. thumbs up ME Plus facebook.

Facebook Messenger may be playing catch-up in the great messaging app race, but the ability to send video messages to friends and a bigger thumbs-up symbol, To get the giant blue thumb, all you have to do is press down on the like.

This symbol means that a person Likes the Thumbs up symbol for facebook message.

What do you need to type in facebook chat to create an icon. Collection of cool computer text symbols and signs that you can use on Beautify your statuses, comments, messages
and your general texting life with symbols. Is there something I can download so I can bring up the symbols at anytime?

To create the thumbs-up symbol on Facebook, click the area where you want the symbol.

What does it mean when someone pokes you on Facebook? Thumbs Up or Thumbs Down are common gestures of approval or disapproval. Don't tell me what to do @doublebackflip: stop asking me to trust you when I'm still coughing up water.

Thumbs up symbol for Facebook messages. To post Emoji in your Facebook status, comments and chat messages, all you have to do is copy.
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